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Greater Manchester Integrated Support Team 
PO Box 532 
Town Hall 
Manchester 
M60 2LA 
 
21st December 2016 
 
Dear Sirs 
 
Woodford Community Centre and War Memorial Hall (WWMCC) has been in existence on 
Chester Road Woodford since 1953. It is a charity which serves as a public Community Centre 
and War Memorial. It is entirely self-funded and run by a voluntary group of local people who 
serve on the Management Committee which, on a day to day basis, runs the Centre on behalf 
of the residents of Woodford. A full history can be found on our website. 
 
The green space in which the Centre sits is much used and appreciated by not only Woodford 
residents but those who live further afield (Poynton, Bramhall, Cheadle, Handforth, Heald 
Green and beyond), the Centre’s hirers, youth football clubs, dog walkers, puppy training 
classes and various other groups and organisations. 
 
In addition to its green space, the Centre building itself has been “home” since 1953 to 
Woodford Women’s Institute and Woodford Community Players. Both these organisations are 
much loved and valued for their commitment to community well-being. The Centre is also 
home to many other local organisations (charitable and otherwise) who conduct their business 
here at WWMCC on a regular basis. 
 
We consider therefore that WWMCC is a vital and pivotal commodity within Woodford. 
 
As such a body, WWMCC is very shocked and deeply disappointed at the proposals put 
forward in the GMSF document. 
 
WWMCC is very concerned to note that the GMSF document was launched upon a completely 
unsuspecting public at the end of October this year along with the announcement that this was 
also the start of a six-week initial consultation period. This would appear to WWMCC to be 
somewhat cynical on GMCA’s behalf as the six weeks to 23rd December is probably the 
busiest time of year for most people. WWMCC welcomes the extension of the response 
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deadline to 16th January 2017 and it hopes that this will be well publicised by all means 
possible as it is quite apparent to WWMCC that a lot of people in Cheadle and Bramhall are 
unaware of the GMSF proposals. 
 
It would also appear that those who are elected by this unsuspecting public were also largely 
unaware of what was going on and did not have detailed knowledge of the document’s 
contents. This can hardly be considered fair or democratic. It has also come to our attention 
that various developers have already approached landowners in Woodford which can only lead 
sensible people to conclude that there is a distinct possibility that the whole process has been 
“developer led”. If that turned out to be the case, then it is hardly a shining example of SMBC 
looking after its rate-paying residents. 
 
WWMCC is extremely concerned about the further erosion of Green Belt in the area. We fail to 
see the exceptional circumstances that warrants the build of an extra 2400 houses in an area 
on the edge of the Borough where the road network simply cannot cope with any extra traffic 
and on ground that is poorly drained and prone to flooding. Woodford’s public transport links 
are very poor, employment opportunities are all but zero, there are currently no medical or 
dental facilities, there is no school, no significant leisure amenities and no proposals that we 
can see for such essentials. 
 
WWMCC would be very alarmed if this proposed Green Belt release took place before any 
sound and well-structured plans were put in place to remedy these inadequacies. Anything 
else would surely be giving the developers carte-blanche to do as they please without any 
consideration to the rate-paying public. SMBC would be failing in its duty of care to its 
residents to permit such a situation. 
 
The cumulative effect of proposed building elsewhere in the Borough and neighbouring 
Cheshire East Council (CEC) seems to be seriously ill considered by the GMSF. CEC are 
proposing a 1650 house plus commercial units build at Handforth. GMSF further proposes 
2400 houses here in Woodford, 2000 houses in Heald Green, 3700 houses off the A34 and 
4000 houses at High Lane. This is a minimum total of 13,750 additional properties in an area 
already at saturation point in terms of its highways and this would be on top of an existing 920 
houses and 100 bed care unit build on the former aerodrome here in Woodford. The much 
vaunted, single directional (east west) A6MARR cannot possibly be a universal panacea to 
solving the resulting traffic flow and pollution problems that would result if this sort of build went 
ahead. No amount of “refreshing” mitigates the fact that it remains incomplete in that it stops at 
High Lane with no plans to complete the High Lane to Bredbury M60 section.  
 
The other cumulative impact of all this proposed building is on our environment. Aside of the 
obvious pollution issues, the area which you propose to release from the Green Belt in 
Woodford is rich in ponds, trees and fields which support a varied and valuable collection of 
wildlife. Our local Neighbourhhood Forum (WNF) has worked very hard to produce a habitat 
survey which demonstrates this vey point and we understand that Cheshire Wildlife Trust who 
are also extremely concerned about the destruction of wildlife habitats, have been 
commissioned to provide a report about the wildlife here in Woodford. 
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Erosion of Green Belt impacts wildlife and the well-being of human beings. The benefits of 
being outdoors in pleasant surroundings is widely documented and to seek to destroy such an 
environment at the drop of a hat without first releasing justifiable evidence about the “required 
housing numbers” is not serving the ratepayers or indeed precious wildlife in a proper manner. 
Evidence should also be published about the available brownfield land, alternative sites, empty 
buildings that could be refurbished and an extremely detailed highways plan would be crucial. 
 
Another matter that WWMCC faces is that constitutionally its automatic membership is made 
up of all Woodford residents aged over the age of 18yrs. The Centre’s resources in terms of 
available space are already stretched to the limit and it faces the additional burden of the 
occupants of houses on the former aerodrome site. Naturally WWMCC has asked the 
developer at the aerodrome (Redrow Homes) for assistance / a meeting to discuss same but 
the silence so far is somewhat deafening. All in all, there is not much evidence of co-operation 
and dialogue with / support of the local community so far. As you can imagine, this does not fill 
WWMCC with any optimism whatsoever about developer help if permission is granted for the 
eye-watering influx of at least a further 2400 people. If that happened the population of 
Woodford would rise six-fold from the current occupancy of just 600 houses to nearly 4,000 
houses because of the aerodrome development plus the GMSF proposals. At the same 
average occupancy as we have currently, the population would rise from 1,200 to 8,000 
people. WWMCC would simply not be able to cope given its current finite fiscal and physical 
resources. The Community Centre, in WNF’s survey of the residents, showed it to be 
considered by the residents a treasured and valued asset to the community so the problem of 
a complete inability to “cope” concerns WWMCC greatly. 
 
WWMCC is already receiving enquiries from prospective hirers who are concerned that the 
Centre may be subject to a CPO and unavailable for their event in say 18months / 2years 
hence. These sorts of anxieties are simply a reflection of the general poor communication by 
GMCA to the public about the proposals. People are understandably confused and it should 
not be WWMCC’s job to allay their fears. WWMCC can well do without this added layer of 
pressure, as previously stated it is entirely self-funded and any threat to its future income is 
very worrying and most unwelcome. 
 
WWMCC feels that the document outlining the GMSF proposals is simply not fit for purpose. A 
constructive and creative plan to address housing need is without doubt needed but the draft 
proposals in the GMSF document cannot possibly achieve its objectives. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 

 
 
Judith A Craig 
Chairman - For and on behalf of Woodford War Memorial Community Centre 


